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		Provides coverage of the pathogenesis, clinical, morphologic, molecular and investigational aspects of a full range of blood disorders seen in daily practice

	
		The revised fifth edition of this renowned atlas presents readers with a comprehensive, visual guide to clinical hematology, featuring 2700 full-color photographs and figures depicting the spectrum of hematological diseases. Ranging from photographs of the clinical manifestations and key microscopic findings to diagrams of the molecular aspects of these diseases, the book provides up-to-date information of the blood diseases that clinicians encounter every day.

	
		Color Atlas of Clinical Hematology: Molecular and Cellular Basis of Disease offers the reader an understanding of normal cell machinery, and of the molecular basis for such processes as DNA and cell replication, RNA species, trafficking and splicing, protein synthesis, transcription factors, growth factor signal transduction, epigenetics, cell differentiation, autophagy, and apoptosis. The text goes on to explore how these processes are disturbed in the various diseases of the bone marrow, blood, and lymphoid systems.

		
			Helps solve difficult diagnostic challenges and covers complex principles using highly illustrative, full-color images
	
			Explores all aspects of benign and malignant hematology, including blood transfusion and coagulation with extensive coverage of the pathogenesis of common clinical entities
	
			Provides a quick and easy reference of key diagnostic issues in a comprehensive yet concise format
	
			Includes and illustrates the WHO Classification of Hematologic Malignancies
	
			Illustrates the new knowledge of the molecular basis of inherited and acquired blood diseases


	
		Color Atlas of Clinical Hematology: Molecular and Cellular Basis of Disease is the must-have resource for both trainee and practising hematologists, and for every department of hematology.

		

		"Substantially updated and now multi-authored so that all aspects of haematology are equally covered, including the newest developments in molecular biology and genomic sequencing"

		

		"There is a surplus of invention in communicating complex problems here and an admirable effort to keep the reader totally up-to-date"
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Integrated Community-Managed Development: Strategizing Indigenous Knowledge and Institutions for Poverty Reduction and Sustainable Community Development in Indonesia (Cooperative Management)Springer, 2019

	This book provides an overview of recent advances in Integrated Community-Managed Development (ICMD) as an innovative strategy for the community-based development of local institutions in order to achieve lasting poverty reduction and empowerment. The original approach presented here to improving the lives and livelihoods of the poor takes...
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MMS: Technologies, Usage and Business Models John Wiley & Sons, 2003
MMS will reshape mobile communication, making it more personal, versatile, and expressive than ever before.
    Drawing on the authors’ hands-on experience in developing, billing and delivering Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS), this innovative book addresses how MMS will affect existing network and...
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Yii Rapid Application Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2012

	Written for intermediate to advanced PHP programmers, this project-based book is the perfect way to get to grips with Yii and rapidly accelerate your web application development times.


	Overview

	
		A series of projects to help you learn Yii and Rapid Application Development.
	
		Learn how to build...
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Making IT Governance Work in a Sarbanes-Oxley WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
It may not be readily apparent, but IT is undergoing what may be its
most significant revolution ever—a revolution driven by rapidly
emerging new business models, the power of the customer, global
operations, and radical new technologies at the edge of the Net. And
this revolution is having as much impact on how technology...
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Teach Yourself Speed ReadingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Speed-reading is about reading--and being able to recall--more written information in less time. Following a unique five-step system, this practical guide teaches readers the basics of speed-reading in less than an hour.
It includes tools and information on a variety of reading and memory techniques that allow readers to start using and...
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Tcl and the Tk ToolkitAddison Wesley, 1994
The Tcl scripting language and the Tk toolkit - a programming environment for creating graphical user interfaces under X Windows - together represent one of the most exciting innovations in X Window System programming. Because Tcl and Tk are so easy to learn, extremely powerful, and contain so many sophisticated features, they have dramatically...
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